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now, we can talk about whether or not a standalone
workstation license is justified. in the pricing of the
standalone workstation license, mircosoft priced it low, in an
attempt to protect the single-user workstation user from
buying a bunch of licenses, by discounting them to the point
where the retail price would be almost the same as what you
would pay for a datacenter license. the standalone license is
not a viable option for most companies. businesses have
workstations in the office to run desktop applications for their
users. workstation licensing is not meant to be used as a
desktop operating system by a single user in the office.
workstation licensing is a b2b offering that price it too low to
compete with datacenter or embedded licensing. not an
employee of microsoft, and not an msp, see disclaimer
below. i have been an it professional for over 25 years. i run
a consulting and software reselling business here in northern
virginia. i specialize in working with microsoft products and
applications. i regularly write about microsoft products and
services for several technology blogs.i was a microsoft mvp
for 15 years and a recipient of the mvp award for 2005-2013.
i wouldnt agree with this at all. the licensing requirements for
datacenter and enterprise editions are the same. just
because youre not getting any extra capability does not
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mean that they are the same. that kind of nonsensical
thinking is why the world is a slow-moving toilet bowl i really
dont understand what youre saying here. your first
paragraph is a real mess of sloppily written, ill-thought-out
rubbish. your second paragraph is also full of nonsensical
garbage. the point i was trying to make is: its not like
microsoft chose to release windows server 2013 with
datacenter edition only. it just so happens that, for whatever
reason, they didnt make any external changes to the product
other than those needed to support the new virtualization
features. so youre left with their original product with all the
features from their original release. its all still there.
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to correct the licensing mode for the remote host, for this to
work the original host which is running the remote desktop
services must have their remote desktop licensing service
activated, and if there is no active licence server for that
original host, then the remote host will not have licensing
activated. to correct this, you'll need to either activate the
license server first, and then move the service activation to

the remote host, or, if the original host does not have an
active license server, to add an inactive licence server to the

original host. thats not the same thing at all. licensing
applies to software. the licenses in this case are meaningless

in themselves. theres no software that requires licenses to
be activated or not, nor any licenses that are affected by the

license of the software. any licenses in a kms system are
kept on the build and the activation system determines if
they were activated. the activation log doesnt affect the

licenses. it only tracks activations and grants/denies the right
to activate licenses. you activate the licenses at your

discretion by installing them. a regular software installer
does not do this. instead, the server has to have a license to
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even install a software package. when you install a software
package, you have to add that package to the users own

activation. no activation is required and no activation can be
denied. what happens with an activation count in kms? there
is no software and the server doesnt need to have licenses.
the count is about compliance. if youre making more than 1
machine available with the same licenses, you must have

audit records of exactly which machines you used the
licenses on. otherwise, the customers are getting free
licenses that are used on other systems. 5ec8ef588b
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